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Abstract 
When photon energies are well below 1 MeV the only significant contribution 
to elastic (coherent) photon-atom scattering comes from Rayleigh scattering, the 
elastic scattering of photons from bound atomic electrons. This report discusses 
the Rayleigh scattering cross sections for atoms and ions of low nuclear charge, 
particularly for photon energies in the vicinity of the threshold for photoionlza-
tion from the K-shell. Just below this threshold energy there is a sequence of 
resonances in the elastic scattering amplitude. Each resonance occurs at an 
energy corresponding to the excitation of a K-shell electron to a higher unfilled 
shell, For a multi-electron atom the total cross section can go through a near 
zero minimum just below the resonance region due to interference between K and L 
amplitudes. The resonance region expands with increasing ionization, on the low 
side as more interior shells become unfilled and accessible, and, on the high 
side as the ionization threshold increases. Above the ionization threshold, in 
an isonuclear sequence the K-shell amplitudes share a common curve differing only 
in the position of the threshold. When the K-shell is opened the amplitude de­
parts from this common curve. Above, but near, threshold the imaginary part of 
the K-shell amplitude is Important but it rapidly decreases. Well above the 
threshold form factor predictions are approached for the atom and for the scat­
tering from each subshell separately, 
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We here report the results of a study of Raylelgh scattering from light 
atoms and Ions and Indicate directions In which further work is needed. We 
confine our attention In this discussion to photon energies in the vicinity 
of the K-shell's photolonization threshold. 
Rayleigh scattering is the elastic scattering of photons from bound 
atomic electrons, For photon energies below 1 MeV the only significant 
contribution to elastic photon-atom scattering comes from Raylelgh scatterings 
For photon energies above 100 eV and below about 1 keV the Rayleigh amplitudes 
have essentially a dipole character, and hence a simple angular shape. The 
amplitudes become less like dlpole as the energy is increased, as can be seen, 
in Figs, la, 2, and 3a, where the backward scattering cross section falls 
away from the forward scattering cross section with increasing energy, (If 
the amplitudes were purely dipole the backwards and forward cross sections 
would be equal.) In the situation where the amplitudes are essentially 
dipole, for a given photon energy there is only one independent quantity 
(with real and Imaginary parts) which may be taken as Che no spin-flip 
amplitude for forward scattering. If one chooses to express photon polari­
zation in terms of components parallel (A,.) and perpendicular (A^) to the 
plane of scattering, dipole approximation corresponds to the statement that 
for fixed energy 
Aj_ • constant, and 
A ( J • A^ cosB, where 6 is the scattering angle. 
The details of our numerical procedures for calculating Rayleigh scat­
tering amplitudes In a central field approximation have been given previously. 
A relativistic HFS potential has been used in a formalism which assuiies that 
atomic processes proceed through single electron transition in a central 
potential conmon to all electrons. 
3. 
The total atom amplitude for Rayleigh scattering is the sum of the scat­
tering amplitudes for scattering off the electrons of each subshell. In an 
approximation in which all electrons share a common potential the individual 
subshell amplitudes can be computed independently, without regard for the 
occupation of other subshells to which virtual transitions may be made during 
the process. Treating the subshells independently, in this manner, introduces 
into the subshell amplitude resonances corresponding to every transition from 
a given subshell to any other. The resonances corresponding to transition to 
unfilled shells are real and will appear in the physical total atos amplitude. 
This region of resonances will in general differ from ion to ion thus forming 
a "signature" of the ion analogous to Its spectrum. The region will expand 
with increasing ionization, on its lower edge as more interior shells be­
come unfilled and accessible, and on its upper edge as the ionization thres­
hold increases. The region will also expand with increasing nuclear charge 
as the intervals between bound state energies increase. Furthermore, the 
region will move as a whole to higher energy as the threshold energy increases 
as it will with increasing Ionization or nuclear charge. 
Resonances corresponding to a transition to a filled shell are fictitious 
and cancel in the sum over subshell amplitudes. For example, in Fig. 4, the K 
L-. and L amplitudes of neutral Neon have resonances at the K-L . 
transition energy of 0.814 keV, but the physical total atom amplitude has no 
such resonance, being smooth through the K - L n m transition energy. (The 
total atom amplitude has its first resonance slightly above 0.820 kev, 
corresponding to the K-M transition energy,) Carbon has a real resonance at 
its K - l n r r l transition energy (see Fig, 1 ) . 
To illustrate the behavior of the Rayleigh amplitude near the K-edge we 
will use Carbon and Neon as examples. From our numerical data for neutral 
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Carbon and from Gavrila's nonrelativistJc dipole calculation for Hydrogen we 
have good descriptions of the Rayleigh amplitudes for neutral Carbon and H-
like Carbon (C ). We have verified in some cases that for low photon energy 
(W) Gavrila's results as a function of W/E where IL Is the K-shell binding 
energy agree to a few percent with lelativistic Coulomb calculations performed 
with our code. We can infer the general features of the K-shell and total 
atom Carbon isonuclear sequence cross sections from these two limiting cases 
and then verify them through direet calculation. But while we will present 
some ionic data of this type we have concluded (as is explained below) that 
the present Rayleigh code needs modification for ions at low energy before 
it is run extensively. 
Gavrila's calculation is an analytic calculation in the nonrelatlvistic 
dipole approximation using hydrogenic wave functions. This calculation 
derives an exact analytic formula for the Krataers-Heisenberg matrix element 
in terms of the Green's function for the Coulomb field. Thus, unlike most 
2 earlier work, the calculation includes the p-A as well as the A term of the 
nonrelativistic matrix element and hence exhibits the correct behavior of 
the amplitudes in the resonance region. Gavriia's results are shown in 
Fig. 5. The abscissa is k * W/E,,, where W is the photon energy and E_ is 
the K-binding energy. The ordinate is the scattering amplitude (per electron) 
in units of the classical electron radius r . The amplitude vanishes when 
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k •+ 0 as k , and grows as k increases towards the first resonance at k » 0.75. 
Between 0.75 and threshold the amplitude has an infinite number of resonances 
at energies of the dlpole-allowed bound-bound transitions from the K-shell. 
Above threshold the Rayleigh amplitude has both real and imaginary parts, 
comparable in magnitude near threshold for these low Z cases. The imaginary 
part is directly itlattd to the photoeff&£t cross section (o ): 
s. 
° P h o t o w * r I m % ( H - e , 0 ) • T I m k i ( f l ' e * 0 ) • ( 1 ) 
Like the photoeffect cross section, the imaginary part decreases monotonically 
from its threshold value. The real part, which is always close to 1.0 r in 
e 
value ahove threshold rises to a gentle maximum of 1.23 for k » 1,548 and then 
gradually falls to the form factor value of 1.0. 
The qualitative features seen in the Hydrogenic calculation appear also 
in the amplitudes for subsheiis of other atoms. In our numerical data (Fig, 1) 
for neutral Carbon we can see the first resonance below the K-»dge. The 
limitations of «sr present numerical methods do not allow us to resolve the 
higher resonances. (In its current form the Rayleigh code, in terms of its 
design for calculating low energy continuum states, fails for energies within 
a few eV of a resonance.) 
The resonances are infinite because in this approximation the finite 
widths of unoccupied levels are ignored. 
Above threshold the K-ahell Rayleigh amplitude for neutral Carbon and 
Neon (Pig. 6) has an interesting turnover just above threshold, In the real 
part this turnover is obvious In the Neon data and appears to be just on 
threshold for neutral Carbon; in the imaginaty part it is just beginning 
for Neon. 
For higher energies the K-shell Rayleigh amplitudes show the same trends 
as in the hydrogenic case: the Imaginary part steadily declines, and the 
real part approaches form factor predictions after a gentle maximum, p^te 
that there are now two K-shell electrons.) 
When the K-shell amplitudes for the isonuclear sequence are plotted for 
photon energies above threshold (Fig. 7) the amplitudes with filled K-shells 
share a common curve. (The slight divergence of the C data from this 
44 curve near the C threshold may be due to problems with the numerical code 
+4 and not a real physical effect. See also the kink in the C cross sections 
in Fig. 2 which also suggests a problem with the code,) Only the positions 
of the threshold vary, moving to higher energy with increasing ionization, 
When the K-shell Is opened, the K-shell amplitude, apart from the decrease 
due to the lower occupation, rises slightly above the general curve. The 
amplitudes in Fig, 7 are plotted with the same occupation 2 in each case. 
(The amplitude for hydrogenic Carbon is half that shown,) Given the in­
timate connection via the optical theorem between Rayleigh scattering and 
photoeffect it is not surprising that precisely the same behavior is ob-
3 served in ionic photoeffect from an isonuclear sequence, In both cases 
the axplanation is that the matrix element is being determined in the interior 
of the atom, where the only effect on the shape of the potential due to re­
moval of outer electrons is a constant energy shift, The L-shell amplitudes 
(and higher shell amplitudes for atoms with more than ten electrons) should 
be smooth through the K-edge, if the K-shell is full. However, since we 
calculate subshell amplitudes independently, we introduce into the L-amplitudes 
a "fictitious" resonance as discussed above. Except for this resonant com­
ponent, the L-shell amplitude is within a few percent of the form factor for 
energies corresponding to ionization of the K-3hell and above. 
Near the L-K resonance 
* -» + 
lkj'r i k = r 
„ <L|t -ee |K> <K|E -ae JL> 
v-1* * --v 
where W is the photon energy, E is the K •» L transition energy, k, and k, 
are the final and initial photon momenta, e, and e , are the final and initial 
FF photon polarizations, and A. is the form factor amplitude. 
7= 
For L (2s.. ) the second term in (2) is small except right on resonance 
since K-L is dipole forbidden. For ^ T U P * / * ) a n d LTTT^ 2 p3/2' t h l s t e t m 
dominates when |W-E k 10 eV, The resonant term could be extracted by fitting 
t o a jj-p— form very near resonance, and then subtracting. There is, however, 
KL 
always some ambiguity in such a numerical fit,. In order to obtain more pre­
cise results, more suitable for smooth interpolation procedures, efforts are 
now under way to calculate the two terms of the matrix elements in (1), so 
that the resonant and non-resonant terms can be treated unambiguously. 
As we have noted in the beginning, the total atom amplitude contains the 
observable physics, illustrated for the C, C and fte cross sections at 0°, 
90° and 180" in Figs, 1, 2 and 3, For H and He the K-shell amplitude multi­
plied by the fractional occupation is the total atom amplitude. When an L-
shell is occupied, however, the K and L amplitudes interfere constructively 
above the K-edge and destructively below, Below the K-edge the K-shell 
amplitudes are opposite in sign from the L-amplitudes (and the higher shell 
amplitudes as well). Well below the K-edge the outer shells dominate, as the 
K-amplltude is very snail, As V approaches the first real resonance from 
below the actual K-amplitude (ignoring fictitious resonances) grows as " " ^ s 
and hence will at some energy cancel the real part of the sura of the outer 
shell amplitudes which are slowly varying. This cancellation sends the cross 
section through a near zero minimum, finite because the K-amplltude has no 
imaginary part (except at the resonance transitions) which could cancel the 
imaginary part of the outer shell amplitudes. Beyond this minimum the K-
amplltude is growing rapidly (as — - — ) and soon dominates the contribution 
W _ E R e s 
of the outer shells. 
Fig. 1 shows the miniEua for Carbon immediately helow the resonance at 
the K-LJJ n - energy. In Fig. 3 the Neon cross section has yet to reach 
8 = 
the minimum. It will be noticed that the minimum in Neon occurs beyond the 
K-L I ] E I energy which demonstrates that the "fictitious" resonances as 
having no effect on this feature. They have been entirely cancelled. If 
data of sufficient resolution were available, the K-M resonances would 
appear in both the Carbon and Neon data. Furthermore, between each pair 
of resonances the real part of the total atom amplitude will again vanish 
because the K-shell amplitude changes sign on passing a resonance, and in 
this approximation goes from -» to +» between any two adjacent resonances 
while the outer shell amplitudes vary slowly. Therefore, between the first 
real resonance in the coherent scattering cross section and the photoioniza-
tion threshold will be a sequence of resonances a9 in the hydrogenic case* 
Above threshold the total atom cross tactions for neutrals grow from a 
fairly small threshold value till it peaks at roughly twice the threshold 
energy. Then it falls to the form factor predictions from above. This is 
clearly a screening effect* Neither H-like Carbon nor He-like Carbon ex­
hibit this maxiffium. It ia probably related to the turnover in the K-shell 
amplitude mentioned above. However, further study is required before this 
maximum is understood, 
While our present numerical code works efficiently for neutral species, 
for ionic cases it requires some modification. The basic formulation, both 
analytic and numerical, is still sound. The technical difficulty resides 
in the asymptotic fitting procedure used to normalize continuum wave functions, 
needed for an intermediate step in the calculation (related to the virtual 
intermediate states which are accessible in between photc-emlssion and absorp­
tion),, The existing code matches the numerical wave function at large dis­
tances to a plane wave with a logarithmic phase, factor, in the asymptotic 
region of the wave function. The continuum wave function is placed on high 
9 ° 
speed storage (disk) for later use. However, for ions the electrons are in 
a very extended Coulomb well, which requires calculating continuum wave 
functions to very large distances before a Coulomb-plane wave is approached, 
(In one extreme case the wave function had to be computed out to several 
miles in real distances before such an asymptotic fit could be made.) 
We are currently modifying the Rayleigh code so that continuum wave 
functions are matched to linear combinations of regular and irregular 
reiativistic Coulomb wave function^ -(rather than their asymptotic plane 
wave forms) outside the ion. 
This new version of the code has been written and is now being tested. 
He propose to use this version to continue the study of nayleigh scattering 
from ions, " 
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